The paper presents an enhanced fully-Lagrangian coupled solver for simulations of fluid-structure interactions. The solver is based on Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method which solves the governing equations corresponding to incompressible fluid flows as well as elastic structures and includes a consistent coupling algorithm. The presented model is an enhanced version of a previously developed FSI solver which benefits from a newly incorporated set of enhanced schemes for the fluid model as well as a refined calculation of fluid force to structure. The enhanced performance of the proposed solver is verified by reproducing a high velocity impact of a deformable aluminum beam on undisturbed water as well as a dam break with an elastic plate.
INTRODUCTION
A large number of problems in Coastal Engineering involve Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) processes where the flow field is altered by the encountered structures and their simultaneous responses to the hydrodynamic loads. Examples include tsunami impact on coastal structures, sloshing in LNG tanks with elastic baffles, wave interactions with floating bodies. Therefore, accurate simulation of FSI problems including proper resolutions of instantaneous flow field and structure response is of crucial importance in Coastal Engineering.
Despite their significant importance, FSI problems encountered in Coastal Engineering are so challenging to analyze due to the presence of violent free-surface flows inducing large/abrupt hydrodynamic loads and thus relatively large structural deformations. From mathematical-numerical viewpoint, existence of multi-domain characteristics and interface coupling conditions will further add to the existing complexities.
This paper presents an enhanced, fully Lagrangian, coupled FSI solver corresponding to incompressible fluid flows and elastic structures. The solver is based on MPS (Moving Particle Semi-implicit 1) ) method, providing solutions to Navier-Stokes/continuity equations for the fluid, and linear/angular momentum conservation equations for the elastic structure. The fluid-structure coupling is performed in a mathematically-physically consistent manner via a careful attention to the mathematical concept of projection-based particle methods, i.e. Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition. The newly presented model can be considered as an enhanced version of a previously developed FSI solver 2) which benefits from a newly incorporated set of enhanced schemes for the fluid model as well as a refined calculation of fluid force to structure. The enhanced MPS-based FSI solver is briefly described in next section.
ENHANCED MPS-BASED FSI SOLVER (1) Governing equations
The momentum conservation equation is considered as the principle governing equation:
where u, , t represent velocity vector, density and time, respectively. The subscripts i and j represent a target particle and one of its neighboring particles, respectively. Here F ij,C denotes the Coupling force from neighboring particle j to target particle i. The stress tensor  ij is defined by Eqs. 2 and 3 for the fluid phase and structure phase, respectively.
where p,  F and  represent pressure, fluid's dynamic viscosity and Kronecker's delta, respectively. Subscripts k,l,m denote the spatial coordinates here. In Eq. 3,  S and  S are the Lame's constants corresponding to material properties of the structure defined as:
with E S and  S being the Young's modulus and Poisson ratio, respectively. In addition, the continuity equation is considered for the fluid phase: 0    u (6) Furthermore, the angular momentum conservation equations is considered for the structural analysis as follows:
where, I , , m , r denote momentum of inertia, angular velocity vector, mass and location vector of a typical target particle, respectively.
(2) Enhanced schemes
As previously stated, the MPS-based FSI solver corresponds to an enhanced version of Hwang et al.'s method 2) . The newly incorporated schemes correspond to the so-called HS (Higher order Source 3) ), ECS (Error Compensating Source 4) ) and DS (Dynamic Stabilizer 5) ), described by Eqs. 8 and 9. The HS and ECS schemes constitute the source term of Poisson Pressure Equation (PPE) as follows:
where n denotes the particle number density, n 0 symbolizes the initial n, t stands for calculation time step and superscripts * and k represent intermediate step and calculation time step number. The DS scheme provides meticulously adequate repulsive interparticle forces to guarantee the stability. This scheme can be concisely formulated as follows: (9) where F ij DS is the stabilizing force for target particle i from its neighboring particle j; Π ij is a parameter to adjust the magnitude of F ij DS ; α DS is a constant for adjusting active range of F ij DS ; α dt is the ratio of the time step to Courant number (= 0.2, in this study) used in determination of calculation time step; d represents the particle diameter, r ij,// * is the parallel vector of r ij * and r ij,⊥ * is the normal vector of r ij * with r ij * = r ij,// * +r ij,⊥ * . In all the simulations of this study, α DS is set as 0.95 and the sensitivity of results to this parameter is found to be negligible.
In this study, a Wendland kernel 6) , which has been proven to be of superior properties, is applied in weighted-averaged integration of fluid pressure exerted on structure to obtain a more accurate estimation of F ij,C term which appears in the momentum equation.
In the above equation, subscript CFS denotes Coupling force from Fluid to Structure, w ij signifies the kernel function, A i is the surface area of particle i.
VERIFICATION AND COMPARISON
The enhanced solver is verified by a set of FSI problems including high velocity impact of a deformable beam on undisturbed water 7) as well as a dam break with an elastic plate 8, 9) .
(1) Impact of a deformable beam
The first verification test is the impact of a deformable beam on undisturbed water. Fig. 1(a) (Fig. 1a) aluminum beam enters an undisturbed water with a constant velocity of 30 m/s. This test serves as an interesting benchmark test for evaluation of FSI solvers since analytical solutions exist.
The analytical solutions were derived on the basis of the hydrodynamic Wagner's model and linear Wan's theory by Scolan 10) . With respect to the boundary conditions of the analytic solution, both ends of the plate and the vertex point of wedge are not allowed to have deformations and rotations. The material properties of the aluminum beam are as follows. The Young's modulus is 67.5 GPa, the Poisson ratio is 0.34 and the considered density is 2700 kg/m 3 . Both structural and fluid particles are considered to be 0.01 m in size. Fig. 1(b-e) illustrates a qualitative comparison in between the coupled MPS-based FSI solver and its enhanced version. The snapshots depict the pressure and stress fields in fluid and beam, respectively. Both considered methods have been able to reproduce this impact phenomenon without the so-called tensile instability commonly encountered in simulations by particle methods. The snapshots by enhanced method tend to be characterized by improved and almost symmetric pressure fields, most likely due to a more accurate approximation of the source term of PPE by use of HS and ECS schemes. Fig. 2 aims at providing a quantitative comparison in terms of time histories of deflection at point C ( Fig. 1 ) and time histories of pressure at point D. From Fig. 2(a) , the enhanced schemes are found to provide a much more consistent time history of deflection at point C, quite consistent with the analytical solution as well as a refined coupled SPH solver. Focusing on Fig. 2(b) , the enhanced coupled MPS solver has provided a more acceptable pressure time history compared with the coupled MPS as well as coupled SPH solvers. The coupled MPS has underestimated the pressure rise time and the result by this method contains considerable non-physical pressure oscillations. The coupled SPH solver provides an almost smooth time history of pressure, but significantly underestimates the peak pressure magnitude while overestimating the pressure rise time.
(2) Dam break with an elastic plate
A dam break with an elastic plate is simulated to further investigate the improved performance of enhanced coupled MPS method. Conditions of the simulations correspond to the experiments conducted by Liao et al. 8, 9) . Fig. 3(a) presents a simple schematic sketch of calculation domain as well as simulation conditions. Both structural and fluid particles are considered to be 0.001 m in size. Fig. 3(b-e) shows a set of typical snapshots by coupled MPS (b,d) and enhanced coupled MPS (c,e) solvers together with their corresponding experimental photos as well as results by a FDM-FEM solver 8) . The superior performance of enhanced MPS is clearly illustrated in this figure as this method provides more consistent deflections of the elastic plate both at t = 0.35 s and t = 0.39 s. In particular, at t = 0.35 s, there appears to be a non-physical seperation of plate from the main incoming flow. At t = 0.39 s, the enhanced coupled MPS has been able to better reproduce the overall shape of the plate with a clear inflection point.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An enhanced coupled MPS-based solver is proposed for simulations of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problems corresponding to incompressible fluid flows and elastic structures. The enhancements correspond to a set of refined schemes for the fluid solver as well as incorporation of a more proper kernel for calculation of fluid force on structure. The enhanced performance of the proposed solver is shown by simulating two benchmark tests related to the impact of a deformable beam as well as a dam break with an elastic plate.
In order to achieve further improvements, special focus should be dedicated to the incorporated mathematical model for the structure. Further improvements should also be made to minimize the non-physical pressure noise in flow field in simulation of highly violent fluid flows by incorporation of more enhanced schemes and refined boundary conditions such as Space Potential Particles (SPP) 11) .
